This study emphasizes that either physical delivery or cash settlement method for futures contract is better for precious metal such as gold and the storable commodities like rice, wheat, sugar, as well as check the effect of both settlement method on the volatility of futures and spot price. To examine the issue we use bivariate GARCH model to discover the interaction between the spot price return and futures price return. The result shows basis variability of spot price and futures prices returns was substantially reduced in the case of physical delivery as compare to the cash settlement of same commodities, which means the physical delivery is more reliable for the rice, wheat, sugar, and gold futures contracts. In addition, physical delivery settlement method is better than the cash settlement because it covers the gap of demand and supply in the market which effect on price and the physical delivery method is more reliable, as it restricts the liquidation of futures contact which declines the price and provide the social benefit as well.
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study
For the price volatility of commodities or securities, buyers and sellers have a great concern in this current globalized economy, especially for the goods which may be traded internationally. The risk of price volatility primarily associated with agriculture, energy, metal, equity and interbank offer rate. The buyers and seller of the commodities use the futures contract to hedge this critical risk, each futures contract must be settled either physical delivery or cash settlement method on its expiry.
To hedge the risk of sudden or significant change in price of buyer and seller of a commodity a financial mechanism was developed called the futures contract which is a written agreement between buyer (long) and seller (short) including the specification that is price, size (quantity), grade (quality) and terms of delivering the goods at a specified date in the future. The first recognized exchange was established in 1710 in Japan namely Dojima Rice exchange for the mainly trading of rice futures. 1 In the mid of 1800s, Chicago was recognized as a commercial 1 https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/031015/what-history-futures.asp.
center with railroad and telegraph connecting the agricultural market place with east. The fist setup of American exchange was established in 1848 called Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT), this introduce the efficient and standardized method of trade (exchange of goods and payment) by the futures contracts 2 .
In the United State two contract which are switched from traditional settlement method of physical delivery to cash settlement. The feeder cattle futures contract which were traded in Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) change the settlement method from physical delivery to cash in September 1986 and the second one lean hog futures contract were replaced live hog futures contract and switched into physical delivery which were formerly cash settled. And the ten individual share futures (ISF) contract switched from cash settlement to physical delivery in March 2000, traded at Sydney Futures Exchange (SFE). The Exchange claim that these changes would be beneficial.
The commodities futures contract is usually settled by actual physical delivery of product. In which the seller with short position must liquidated the position at the settlement date by making delivery, likewise the buyer with long position is bounded to take physical delivery in exchange at determined price by the regulator.
When delivery takes place, a warrant or bearer receipt that represents a certain quantity and quality of a commodity in a specific location changes hands from the seller to the buyer upon which time full value payment occurs. The buyer has the right to remove the commodity from the warehouse at their option. Often, a purchaser will leave the raw material product at the storage location and pay a periodic storage fee. Exchanges also set fees for many aspects of the delivery process.
The ability to deliver or take delivery provides the critical link between the derivative instrument and the commodity. Therefore, as a futures contract approaches the delivery date, the price of the futures month will gravitate towards the price of the actual physical or cash market price.
However, the vast majority of market participants in futures markets pay no attention to delivery and for a good reason. Think of speculators who purchase a live cattle contract because they believe that the price will appreciate. Few, if any, have the ability or desire to take delivery of 40,000 pounds of cattle. Even if the cattle do not arrive on their doorsteps, owning cattle at a location requires a different set of skills than trading the animal and depends on having the contacts to market the beef to an ultimate buyer. After all, the buyers of the futures contract only made the purchase because they believed the price would move higher.
The main purpose of physical delivery on a futures contract is to formulate the cause during the delivery period the convergence of cash price and futures price. In contrast under cash settlement method, contract is settled on the final settlement date by marking to the market according determined price by the exchange.
The price volatility is the great challenge in the current globalized economy that concerning with buyers and seller of commodity or security, mainly for the goods which may be traded internationally. The risk of price volatility primarily associated with the agriculture, energy, metal, equity and interbank offer rate.
The volatility is basically associated with the commodities price, it is fluctuations in price day to day, the prices may be toward either direction upward or downward, the price volatility is arisen due to some major factors such as change in weather conditions, incline or decline of production, storage level, delivery constraints and market information etc. the increase in price volatility is the major problem with the both long and short positions because it make their profits or losses bigger, it means a trader with long position earn profit if volatility increase while the counter part with the short position will suffer loss and on the other hand the situation would be vice versa, for example if a trader buy a cotton futures contract for at agreed future price will make a profit if price move away from agreed price at the expiry, while he lose money if price goes down with passing time.
To cater this critical issue futures contract is used as a risk hedging tool. The futures contract must be settled through either physical delivery or cash settlement, according to the predetermine mode of settlement by the exchange. However if the sellers with open short position intending to deliver requires to inform to exchange prior to the trading day as described by the exchange, and the buyers with open long position matched randomly by the exchange on the date of expiration of contract will be bounded to settle by taking physical delivery. In absence of any notification received by the exchange, all open positions at the expiration of the contract to be cash settled at the final settlement price as determine by the Exchange.
Problem Statement
Whether physical settlement is superior to cash settlement or otherwise would be based on which method results in a creditable and fair price on expiry of the contract and one which is likely to serve investors' and hedgers' interests best. This would happen only if there is a proper convergence between the futures and the spot markets.
Cash settlement offers savings in delivery-related cost, has lower settlement risk and reduces time and effort for participants. However, Cash-settling option contracts is fraught with danger and has on many occasions led to large speculative practices.
However, the extent of these benefits depends upon the reliability of cash settlement mechanism having a spotprice assessment process which is robust and cannot be easily manipulated. Room for manipulation is higher where spot markets are outside the purview of the derivative market regulator and are not organised and transparent.
This makes accurate assessment of cash or spot price difficult as is the case in physical commodities -market is fragmented, opaque and inefficient. Equity, bonds and currencies markets in contrast are large, transparent with institutional participants and most importantly regulated.
Physical delivery of futures contracts leads to convergence of prices between the futures market and the spot market. Studies show that volatility of future prices decline after cash settlement was replaced by physical settlement. In physical settlement, manipulators realize that if they artificially increase or decrease the price, there is the threat of delivery hanging over them. In cash settlement, manipulators on taking large, long or short positions attempt to either jack up or depress the price in the spot market. Most transactions in the futures market are not affected by settlement method as they are squared off before contract expiry. The decision to settle in cash or in physicals is dependent on the nature of underlying cash market. Though the futures contact is supposed as the tool to hedge the risk of price volatility for the either party with short and long position, this study has investigated which method of futures contract settlement is better for the commodities like agriculture goods, because the price is a function of demand and supply and the volatility is a result of movement of underlying supply and demand.
This study suggest that the physical delivery of underlying is better method of settlement.
Gap Analysis
Many studies have examine the effect of cash settlement versus physical delivery but their study only focus on specific futures contract and limited to a particular area, Rich and Leuthold (1993) observe the small improvement in basis variability after cash settlement and the conversion bring the improvement in contract performance also for the some hedger but not for all (Chan and Lien, 2002 ) study the feeder cattle futures contract, and found that the cash settlement changed the structural relationship between cans and futures prices (Lien and Tse, 2002 ) study the feeder cattle futures and finds that the volatility of future price of feeder cattle declined after conversion the method to cash settlement, Chan and Lien (2001) consider the feeder cattle and lean hog futures and finds that after convergence spot and futures markets become more segmented and futures market was less effective in price discovery (Kenyon et al., 1991) . Investigate the basis of individual lots of feeder cattle and found that no basis variability was reduced and hedger ability had not improved significantly after conversion the settlement method to cash settlement.
The above studies only covered limited area that is examine the effect conversion of settlement method from traditional mode of settlement, physical delivery to cash settlement, these studies only cover specific period, after and before conversion of settlement method, in the all above studies only futures price were considered to evaluate the effect of cash settlement.
In our study we consider spot and futures price to evaluate the effect of the two different settlement method of settlement on price volatility. While in general the above studies find the convergence effect of cash settlement from physical delivery that lead improvement in market performance, but their results are not reliable because they ignore the major economic factors of demand and supply which are totally impact on price volatility.
In the result of switching the settlement method of feeder cattle futures contract in September 1986 by the Chicago mercantile exchange from physical delivery to cash settlement, with the expectation of this change will reduce the volatility and improve the prediction of hedgers for basis. Till date many researches have been done on the subject to investigate the effect of the settlement method on futures market performance and volatility.
However, all the previous studies only evaluate the futures price during different period which is after and before switching of settlement method their study also ignore the main economic factor of demand and supply which are directly impact on price. Although the previous studies suggest that the cash settlement is better, but we suggest to prefer the physical delivery because is more easier to pass on underlying if necessary for example if a cotton dealer hedge with futures, at the expiry of contract he decide to make delivery because the actual cotton still not sold, if delivery is possible it is easy to make the tender and get cotton paid for and out of his system.
Research Objectives
This study has tried to explore the effect of physical delivery versus cash settled futures contract on spot and futures price volatility. This study check the volatility in spot price as well as the futures price due to method of futures contract settlement i.e. physical delivery or cash settlement. For this, we examined the existing futures contract settled through physical delivery as well cash settlement for the same period January 2016 to January 2019 and consider the same commodities i.e. rice, wheat, sugar and gold traded in two different futures markets PMEX (Pakistan Mercantile Exchange) CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange).
Moreover, this study also focus on Islamic perspective of futures contract, and try to argue that the physical delivery of futures contracts are beneficial for the commodities such as rice, wheat, sugar and gold.
Significance
Though the sometime physical delivery might be difficulty and the delivery cost is also associated with the physical delivery, but ideally more delivery satisfy the more need of society and improve the net social welfare, generally price is associated with the demand and supply, the physical delivery restrict the liquidation of contract which resulting the decline in price.
This study is comprehensively observed the both prices spot and futures, and consider the futures contracts which are settled through the physical delivery and cash settlement method during the same period. Our analysis explore that the physical delivery settlement method is better than the cash settlement because it cover the gap of demand and supply in the market which effect on price and the physical delivery method is more reliable, as it restrict the liquidation of futures contact which decline the price and provide the social benefit as well. The physical delivery settlement method also beneficial for the industries particularly for the foods sector, due to its storage suitability, (grade) quality of commodity.
In the early development of Islamic mode of sale, Shariah compliant futures contract restrict the existence of the underlying at the time of buying and selling the physical delivery method also provide the option for the Shariah compliant futures contract. This study will be helpful to the development of Islamic futures contract, which is under consideration of PMEX based on Islamic mode of transaction -Murabaha‖.
Outline of the Study
The study is divided in several sections, the first section discuss the previous studies on the futures contract, the second section describe the data and methodology, the third section states the empirical result and the last section is conclusion.
LITERATURE REVIEW
While various studies have examined and explore the effect of cash versus physical delivery, Chan and Lien (2001) Consider the effect of cash settlement on the futures market ability to foresee spot prices, considering the feeder cattle and live hog futures contract with the help of Geweke feedback measure they find that by adopting cash settlement in 1986 feeder cattle futures enhance its price discovery and also both futures and spot markets turn into more integrated, however the condition was much different in case of live hog after adopting the cash settlement in 1996, the futures market was lose its price discovery, in addition spot and futures market became more segmented. Lien and Tse (2002) investigate the effect of changing settlement mode of feeder cattle contract on the behavior of cash and futures price of feeder cattle spot and future prices, by using a bivariate GARCH model, the result observed declining volatility in futures price but not the spot prices by changing the settlement mode. With the evidence cash settlement is suggested beneficial to feeder cattle futures market. Chan and Lien (2002) Examine the feeder cattle futures after replacement of settlement method with cash settlement by Chicago Mercantile Exchange, to discuss that cash settlement will improve convergence between cash and futures prices and cut off the basis variability, using the stochastic volatility models they found the basis variability was reduced and a change was persuaded in the structural relationship between spot and futures prices, also futures market has improved its efficiency. Garbade and Silber (2000) discussed the issues related to the settlement method such as explores the specific elements that make the cash settlement more or less necessary and whether it should be optional or obligatory, they also examine how should the cash settlement index to be constructed and deals with the unique cash settlement of futures contract on heterogeneous grades of the similar commodity. Their results suggest that the cash settlement can expand the contribution of futures contracts to economic benefit in some way, promote closer convergence of cash and futures price, improve risk transfer function and hedging of futures contract, delivery cost saving, and whether multiple product varieties are significant cash settlement is permitting a market-basket contract by adding flexibility to contract design. Pirrong (2001) States that it is always possible to design a delivery settled futures contract that is less susceptible to concerning by a large long than any cash settled contract. Such contract is more susceptible to manipulation by large short. So that cash settlement does not uniformly dominate delivery settlement as a mean of reducing the frequency of market power manipulations in derivatives markets. The efficient choice of settlement mechanism depends on whether supply and demand conditions favor long manipulation tend to disfavor short manipulation and vice versa. Chaherli and Hauser (1994) Investigates the impact of settlement terms on the hedging effectiveness of Chicago Board of Trade corn and soybean futures contract, focusing the impact of changes in delivery location and delivery differential on price risk reduction for the hedgers at non-delivery market. the result of their study suggest that an index could provide a good measure of value and be difficult to manipulate, moreover when hedging effectiveness was measured individually at non delivery locations, responds to changes in delivery differential as well as delivery location, while as result were aggregated over space, the changes in settlement specifications tend to likely effect hedging performance, the result also suggest that cash settlement provides slightly higher level of hedging effectiveness then any type of multiple delivery. Chan and Lien (2003) Considering the feeder cattle futures contract after replacement of physical delivery system with cash settlement method, by adopting the Stochastic Volatility models which allows for time varying volatility. Obtaining the mixture of high, low, open and close prices it is found that after replacement of settlement method from physical delivery to cash settlement volatility of the feeder cattle futures price decreased, hence this change improves prices discovery and risk management functions of the futures market. Schroeder and Mintert (1988) Investigate the hedge ratio associated with feeder cattle with cash settlement and compare the level of hedging risk under cash settled contract with physical delivery. Their study cover the Feeder steer and heifer price data from January 1977 to December 1987, and using the ordinary least square to estimate the hedge ration and estimate the equation by using generalized first-order autocorrelation adjusted least squares. The hedging risk compared for several weight of feeder steers and heifers analyzed across four markets, their result suggest that the hedging risk not always lower with cash settlement than under the physical delivery contract specification. Kenyon et al. (1991) analyze two different data sets first data set consist of weekly average cash and futures prices for the period September 1986 to April 1989, second data set consist of individual lots prices for feeder cattle from 1983 through 1988. For the first data set used the standard deviation to estimate feeder steer basis, and the second set of data used to estimate basis equations and basis forecasts before and after cash settlement, the basis forecast error in general did not decline under cash settlement compared to physical delivery. The overall result suggest that cash settlement has not significantly changed the basis risk in hedging feeder cattle.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Typically Sellers with short positions and buyers with long position always face significant problem of fluctuation in price, the futures contract is used as a tool to hedge this risk, and must contain proper settlement specification and such specification is main aspect which determine the success of the contract. And exchange is the regulatory which customize the specification time to time according to the business situations. The basic objective of physical delivery on a futures contract is to formulate the cause during the delivery period the convergence of cash price and futures price. In contrast under cash settlement method, contract is settled on the final settlement date by marking to the market according determined price by the exchange.
The both settlement mechanisms either it is actual physical delivery or cash settlement are the method of settling the futures contract, in the cash settlement mechanism the both positions of futures contract either short or long during life of contract position are -marked to the market‖ on a daily basis. Hence each day during the life of contract value is transferred by settlement variation either long to short or short to long position in accordance of futures price variation, thus the amount of any gains or losses incurred on a day must be paid by the positions with losses to the positions with gains prior to initiation of next trading day. On the other hand in actual delivery method of futures contract settlement based on actual physical delivery, that is short make the delivery, and long pay an amount of money determined by a futures settlement price.
The volatility is described by the fluctuation in price of any asset (underlying) it is actually the risk or uncertainty related to the size of changes in underlying value. The high volatility means the price move either direction by the greater value over short span of time. 3 In this study we have analyze the spot (cash) price of commodity in ready market as well as futures contract price at its respective exchange.
All the futures contract must be settled on it expiry according to it specification defined by the exchange, under the specification of futures the exchange define the mode of settlement either physical delivery or cash settled.
Under the physical delivery method commodities futures contract is must be settled by actual physical delivery of product. In which the seller with short position must liquidated the position at the settlement date by making © 2019 AESS Publications. All Rights Reserved.
delivery, likewise the buyer with long position is bounded to take physical delivery in exchange at determined price by the exchange. In contrast under cash settlement method, contract is settled on the final settlement date by marking to the market according determined price by the exchange.
MEHODOLOGY
Data
Last three years futures contract data from January 2016 to January 2019 has been examined, the data of (nearby) futures contract prices such as rice, wheat, sugar and gold, have been taken from PMEX (Pakistan Mercantile Exchange) and CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange) for both local and international commodities on the daily basis, and spot price data have been taken from agricultures marketing information system and different internet source. For the each commodity (rice, sugar, wheat and gold) the total observation we have 1,590, for the physical delivery 795 and for the cash settlement 795 also. Table 1 and Table 2 provide the some summary statistics for the cash and futures return as well as basis. The Table 1 is presenting the Mean, Median, Maximum, Minimum Standard Deviation, Skewness, Kurtosis and Jarque Bera of the physical delivery contract and Table 2 For the spot and futures returns (standard deviation) unconditional variance for spot and futures returns substantially declined in the physical delivery based futures contract. In the Rice spot return the reduction was 66%, but for futures return were minimal inclined by 9%, In the Sugar spot and futures return the reduction was 0.1%
and 72% in wheat 55% and 81%, and for Gold 0.06% and 38% respectively. On the other hand the kurtosis in the physical delivery regime of all commodities spot, futures return and the basis is more than 3 which represent the all variables have a longer tail and fatter and central peak is higher and sharper than a normal distribution. Also in term of Jarque Bera reject the null hypothesis at 5% significance level i.e. H0: data is normal, which mean the return and basis of all variables of rice, sugar, wheat and gold is not normally distributed.
Inferential Analysis
In this study we use the bivariate GARCH model to discover the interaction between the spot price return and (1)
In the above equation Dt denoted as the dummy variable where it is equal to zero (0) when the nearby futures contract is settled through physical delivery and otherwise one (1). The coefficient of dummy variable δ explains the effect of physical delivery on the return of spot and futures price. The positive coefficient of dummy variable states that the return of spot or futures is more volatile in the physical delivery regime, while the negative coefficient implies that the volatility reduces respectively.
In order to observe the time varying variance of the residual , we select a bivariate GARCH model. Let denote the variance of the residual . We have the following equation.
Results
A physical delivery for a futures contract of rice, sugar, wheat and gold may supposed to decrease the basis variability. To investigate such claim empirically we estimate a univariate GARCH model for bt. and add the dummy variable to perceive the effect of physical delivery on the basis risk.
Rice:
Sugar:
Wheat:
Gold:
Where εt and σ 2 are the residual of the bt. the coefficient of Dt is significant at 5% level which indicate that in the physical delivery settlement the conditional variance of basis has declined see Table 6b . So to estimate the co-integrating relationship between the spot and futures prices we applied the Johansen Cointegration test with trend and intercept at 5% significance level. Table 4 Given this outcome we are proceed the vector error correction model (VECM) and consider the Equation (5) and (6) conventional error correction model for co-integration series and Equation (7) and (8) error correction term, to examine the how deviation from the long run are corrected.
(5)
(8)
Rice
Sugar
Wheat
Gold
The estimated results are reported in Table 5 , in the above equations is denoted as error correction term (ECT) which is a speed of adjustment theoretically the coefficient of ECT must be negative and significant, the outcome of the VECM models indicate here the coefficient of error correction term for the all variables that is rice, sugar, wheat and gold spot price as well futures price are negative and significant at level 5%. Being negative it suggests us that if there is a departure in one direction the correction would be pulled back to the other direction so that to ensure the equilibrium is retained. In Table 5 we have estimate the both spot and futures prices of all variables as dependent and independent variable and vice versa, the negative ECT coefficient of each variables tells us the speed of adjustment that departure from long run equilibrium is corrected each period and also the speed of adjustment is statistically significant its means that the independent variable which is the explanatory variable in this specification grandeur causes dependent variable.
© 2019 AESS Publications. All Rights Reserved. In the Table 3 ADF unit root test reject the null hypothesis which suggesting that the series of spot return, futures return and basis are stationary, the ADF result allowing us to apply the (Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) model introduced by Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986) . The GARCH model allows that to investigate the volatility changes over time. Table 6 (a) represent result of GARCH model for the spot and futures return of all variables, the negative coefficient of the dummy variable indicates that the volatility of futures returns reduced under physical delivery of rice sugar and wheat but not of the gold due to less demand as compare to the other variables. However the combined coefficient of the ARCH term (RESID(-1) 2 ) and GARCH term (GARCH(-1)) is less than 1 for both spot and futures returns of all variables, which conclude the result as there is a less persistence of volatility in the physical delivery settlement mechanism. Chan and Lien (2003) Used the Stochastic Volatility models which allows for time varying volatility, found that after replacement of settlement method from physical delivery to cash settlement volatility of the feeder cattle futures price decreased, hence this change improves prices discovery and risk management functions of the futures market (Chan and Lien, 2001 ) Consider the effect of cash settlement on the futures market ability to foresee spot prices, with the help of Geweke feedback measure. find that by adopting cash settlement in 1986 feeder cattle futures enhance its price discovery and also both futures and spot markets turn into more integrated, however the condition was much different in case of live hog after adopting the cash settlement in 1996, the futures market was lose its price discovery, in addition spot and futures market became more segmented. Lien and Tse (2002) investigate the effect of changing settlement mode of feeder cattle contract on the behavior of cash and futures price of feeder cattle spot and future prices, by using a bivariate GARCH model, and observed declining volatility in futures price but not the spot prices by changing the settlement mode (Chan and Lien, 2002) Using the stochastic volatility models to discuss that cash settlement will improve convergence between cash and futures prices and cut off the basis variability.
DISCUSSIONS
Regardless of the above results, their findings were for the limited area and only cover futures price volatility, though the delivery cost is high in case of feeder cattle, therefore after cash settlement feeder cattle futures become stable.
However our results suggest that the physical delivery is more beneficial than the cash settlement as in the above section Table 6 (a) represent result of GARCH model for the spot and futures return of all variables, the negative coefficient of the dummy variable indicates that the volatility of futures returns reduced under physical delivery of rice sugar and wheat but not of the gold due to less demand as compare to the other variables. However the combined coefficient of the ARCH term (RESID(-1) 2 ) and GARCH term (GARCH(-1)) is less than 1 for both spot and futures returns of all variables, which conclude the result as there is a less persistence of volatility in the physical delivery settlement mechanism.
Analysis with the Prospective of Obligatory Delivery in Islamic Contract of Sales
Islamic jurisprudence has laid down enormous rules governing the contract of sale, the following rules are taken from Usmani (2004) . There is a big difference between an actual sale and a mere promise to sell. The actual sale cannot be effected unless the above three conditions are fulfilled. The actual sale will have to be effected after the commodity comes into the possession of the seller.
As per the above rules, the obligation of delivery flows naturally from the formation of the contract. The
Hanafis define delivery and receipt of the goods as: the removal of all obstacles by the seller between the buyer and the object of sale, allowing the buyer to use the object (Al-Zuhayli, 1997). Delivery only occurs if the object is present or if the buyer is able goes to the item and is able to receive it (as a counter example, an item kept in trust of the buyer may be easily receivable, like an item locked in a safe). Closely related to the timing of delivery is the issue of the transfer of risk. Risk connotes the bearing of loss in the event that the good are damaged without there necessarily being fault on the part of either party (Ewan, 2000) . The general rule is that risk follows delivery rather than transfer of title.
In the forward sale, the primary obligation of the seller is the delivery the good at some future date. This understanding is based on the verse:
"When you deal with each other in transactions involving future obligations in a fixed period of time" (Baqarah, 2:282) Morever, in the forward contract, the payment of the price must be made at the time of the formation of the contract. Spot payment is a condition of the contract, rather than an obligation, and a delay in the payment will render the contract void ab initio. This position follows the hadith of the Prophet (saw) that:
"Pay the forward price for a known volume" (Al-Zayla)
Hence, The Prophet (saw) prohibited the trading of one deferred item for another. The reason is that the forward contract already contains an element of uncertainty (gharar) by its nature, as the object of the forward sale may fail to come into exist. Gharar is prohibited in Islam, however, if the price were to be deferred as well, this would add another level of uncertainty to the transaction (Nafay, 2011).
Economic and Social Implications of Obligatory Delivery in Islamic Contract of Sales
The argument of efficiency in free market predispose that social benefit of a product is equal to its private benefits, under equilibrium condition of demand and supply. Social benefit is the total benefit to society from producing or consuming a good/service, it includes all the private benefits plus any external benefits of production/consumption. If a good has significant external benefits, then the social benefit will be greater than the private benefit. In this way the product that have higher societal benefit would be demanded more, as a result price of that product increases. This will increase the payoff of the suppliers. Suppliers would respond by increasing their production as their profit maximization level of output goes up. Moreover, because of ease of entry, other firms join in by divert their resources into producing this product. Overall this would lead to higher production of socially benefit product moving the economy to optimal dynamic equilibrium.
As per the Islamic jurisprudence discussed above, it's obligatory to take delivery for any sales transition in order for it to become valid under Islamic context. This could have far reaching effects on production, liquidity of the product. I absence of the above mentioned rules, a product can be sold without coming into existence. Hence, any price appreciation in response of increased demand would not increase the private benefits of the producers and this would not lead to increase in output of the physical product. If goods have a social benefit much greater than private benefit, they are likely to be under-consumed in a free market. People don't take into account the full social benefit -only their private benefit. This leads to market failure.
In terms of the effect to the society, producers and growers of the commodity would not increase their production in response from higher prices in cash settled market. As dynamic stability mechanism of increased production failed, the prices would become more unstable and subject to manipulation from speculators.
Moreover, Under cash settled system, speculators can affect the prices without taking full exposure of capital, hence can place bets on disproportionate larger volumes thereby increasing volatility and risk. Whereas under delivery system, the bets are high enough to deter speculative behavior due to full exposure, moreover, fluctuation in market would be promptly responded by increased production, thereby increasing the stability as well as moving the economy towards socially optimal equilibria.
Empirical evidence of the impact of Obligatory delivery clearly showed that delivery based contract are less volatile than cash settled, hence making physical delivery more reliably.
CONCLUSION
The price volatility is the great challenge in the current globalized economy that concerning with buyers and seller of commodity or security, mainly for the goods which may be traded internationally. The risk of price volatility primarily associated with the agriculture, energy, metal, equity and interbank offer rate. To cater this critical issue futures contract is used as a risk hedging tool. The buyers and seller of the commodities use the futures contract to hedge this critical risk, each futures contract must be settled either physical delivery or cash settlement method on its expiry. This study emphasizes for precious metal such as gold and the storable commodities like rice, wheat, sugar, which mode of settlement is better, to examine this issue we use bivariate GARCH model to discover the interaction between the spot price return and futures price return, we consider the last three years futures contract data from January 2016 to January 2019 has been examined, the data of (nearby)
futures contract prices such as rice, wheat, sugar and gold, have been taken from PMEX (Pakistan Mercantile Exchange) and CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange) for both local and international commodities on the daily basis, and spot price data have been taken from agricultures marketing information system and different internet source. The result shows basis variability of spot price and futures prices returns was substantially reduced in the case of physical delivery as compare to the cash settlement of same commodities, which means the physical delivery is more reliable for the rice, wheat, sugar, and gold futures contracts.
Moreover according to Islamic jurisprudence, it's obligatory to take delivery for any sales transition in order for it to become valid under Islamic context. This could have far reaching effects on production, liquidity of the product. I absence of the above mentioned rules, a product can be sold without coming into existence. Hence, any price appreciation in response of increased demand would not increase the private benefits of the producers and this would not lead to increase in output of the physical product. If goods have a social benefit much greater than private benefit, they are likely to be under-consumed in a free market. People don't take into account the full social benefitonly their private benefit. This leads to market failure.
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